Ancient Batavia
In the first centuries ad, Roman Batavia or the 'Island of the Batavians' as it was generally known had been the subject of considerable interest. Its location at the Lower Rhine frontier, its special political and military status in the Roman Empire, and certain details of its history are mentioned by Caesar, Pliny the Elder and especially by Tacitus, who wrote extensively about the Germanic uprising in 68 led by the Batavian Julius or Claudius Civilis. After the fifth century, however, there is no further mention of the Batavians. 4 Archaeological finds, including a few inscriptions, confirm the existence of Roman frontier settlements, roads, harbours, ships and even some temples but they shed no light on the character of the indigenous population. At best they indicate that there must have been a highly Romanized local elite. Recent excavations in the Roman/Batavian frontier camp of Vindolanda in northern England suggest that as a result of the Batavians' military service in the Roman legions, some knowledge of Latin was widespread among all the inhabitants of Batavia. But their ethnic background and language remain a mystery, as they left no trace in local traditions or in medieval chronicles.
5 Their 'Island of Batavia' between the Rhine and the Waal is now called Betuwe, formerly Batouwe, and this may be the only remaining footprint of their presence. New finds in Maren-Kessel on the Meuse river seem to prove the one-time existence of a large indigenous settlement or religious centre and to con-78-101). Although it has been generally adopted since, I agree with the objection of Sandra Langereis: 'Myth' nowadays implies evil intentions, lying on purpose. It would be better to use terms like 'self image': 'conceptions about a nation's own identity versus foreign identities' (S. Langereis, 'Van botte boeren tot beschaafde burgers. Oudheidkundige beelden van de Bataven, 1500-1800', in: L. Swinkels, ed., De Bataven. Verhalen van een verdwenen volk, Amsterdam and Nijmegen, 2004, pp. 72-105 (73) 
